Abstract. This paper focuses on the coupled structural/thermal response of a cylindrical part of multi-layered composite vessel. Uniform and parabolic temperature distributions are chosen for the structural loads. In this work, an analytical model is proposed in which the laminate composite is assumed to be an anisotropic purely elastic material. Assuming that the interface between the core and skin are perfectly bound, continuity conditions for the displacement and stress, the suggested analytical model provides an exact solution for stresses and strains on the cylindrical section of the vessel solution submitted hygrothermal loading coupled with internal pressure with end effect.
Introduction
The multi-layered composite vessels are increasingly used in several branches of technological applications so gazes storage, in aerospace and other engineering applications due to their superb properties [1] [2] [3] . Currently, a large amount of research works has been concentrated on the stress and failure analysis of the cylindrical part of the composite-metallic vessel under mechanical loading [4] [5] [6] [7] . This vessel is subjected to environmental conditions during the service life. Moisture and temperature have an adverse effect on the performance of composites. Stiffness and strength are reduced with the increase in moisture concentration and temperature. Hocine and all [4] present an experimental, analytical and FEM simulation investigation of a hydrogen storage vessel. The suggested analytical model provides an exact solution for stresses and strains on the cylindrical section of the vessel solution submitted to mechanical static loading. Based on the Lekhnitskii's theory, Sayman [8] developed a general hygrothermal stress analysis, in the multi-layered thin or thick composite cylinders for the axially symmetric case under uniform or parabolic temperature distributions.
This working draft, is a development of the analytical model, so it can take into account the environmental effect (temperature and moisture) coupled to the loading pressure. This work aims to propose an analytical model tools dedicated to the designing of a hydrogen composite storage vessel under coupled structural and thermal loading.
Analysis procedure
Stress and strain analysis. Considering a cylindrical section of multilayered composite vessel made of a epoxy matrix reinforced with carbon long fibers (see Fig. 1 ), the general stress-strain relationship for each k-th component submitted to a coupled structural/thermal axisymmetric loading is given by: ) ( ) (   66  36  26  16   55  45   45  44   36  33  23  13   26  23  22  12   16  13  12 Figure 1 . Relations entre les coordonnées cylindriques et les coordonnées de références du composite [3] .
Where z , θ , r represent a cylindrical co-ordinate system, z α θ α r α and z β θ β r β the corresponding thermal and hygroscopic expansion coefficients respectively expressed in the reference mark of the cylinder (r, θ, z) , T ∆ a temperature deviation from the reference one and C ∆ a moisture concentration .
In the particular case of an axisymmetric loading, the local balance equations become in each kth component and the strain-displacement relationships are given by [3] : r and a r are the structure inner and outer radius respectively.
In order to assess the strength of the composite, the Tsai-Wu criterion is introduced [3] :
Two kinds of temperature distributions, namely uniform and parabolic distributions are chosen in the solution formulation. Uniform temperature distribution. Substituting the expression of radial and hoop stresses derived from equation (1) into equation (2) and (3), the following differential equation is obtained:
In this case, T is represented by T0 then, the solution of equation (5) . In our situation:
Materials and Manufacturing Technologies XIV Parabolic temperature distribution. The temperature distribution, which is T0 at the inner and zero at the outer surface, along any radial direction is, ( ) In this case, the differential equation is rewrite with the new presentation
The solution of equation (9) depends on the value
. In our situation:
γ and 0 ε being integration constants. The superscript k is such as
w is the number of composite layers.
Solution procedure. The problem formulated in the previous sections is solved for two hygrothermal conditions, in order to evaluate the effect of the hygroscopic load on the composite while the vessel is submitted to an internal pressure with end effect. The internal pressure is limited to 10 MPa to keep the composite behavior purely elastic. The internal radius cylinder is of 33 mm and for each layer the thickness is 0.27 mm. 
Results and discussion
Single loading effect. The radial, tangential and axial stresses for different loading effect at the inner and outer surfaces are given in Table 3 and table 4 . As seen in those tables, the magnitude of hoop stress is higher than those of axial and radial stress for all the orientation angles sequences. For the Seq1, the temperature (uniform and parabolic distribution) and the moisture effect produce compressive state at the inner surface and tensile at the external wall. Their intensities at the internal wall of parabolic temperature distribution are higher than those of the uniform temperature distribution. But, for the Seq2, compressive state is enregistred for the inner and outer surface for the uniform temperature distribution and moisture effect. The results show that for a pressure of 10
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MPa, the stress magnitudes are widely important in relation to the effect of temperature below 100 ° C, whatever the type of distribution (uniform or parabolic). On the other hand, the effect of moisture is sizable for a low rate of 0.025%. This parameter can be the origin of a break up to the composite structure vessels without reaching high pressures. Coupled structural and thermal loading. The fig.2 -fig.6 shows, respectively, a load of pure internal pressure with end effect, coupling it with temperature and finally a coupling between the three loadings. The approach is made for two types of temperature distribution, uniform and parabolic. The fig. 2 -fig.6 plots values of the TSAI-WU criterion for the external composite layer according to the loading pressure. For a load of pure internal pressure with end effect, we note that the Seq1 is the most requested (solicited) in relation to this criterion; the reinforcement of this sequence by circumferential layers can increase its rigidity. The computation results showed that For Seq4 and Seq6, the most requested at break is the first circumferential winding layer. The effect of temperature for both types of distributions on the boundary breaking is almost negligible compared to the effect of pressure. On the other side, the evolution of moisture in composite structures, can be very harmful and can cause failure to low moisture ratio. The results showed that the presence on a circumferential layers, are more sensitive to moisture and can accelerate the break up of the composite vessels Figure2. TSAI-WU criterion values according to the loading pressure. 
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Conclusions and perspectives
Based on the three-dimensional anisotropic elasticity, the stress analysis of multi-layered filamentwound composite vessels subjected to couple structural/ thermal analysis is developed in this study. are the subject of this analysis.
For the two type of loading, single loading (pressure, temperature or moisture) and the coupled structural/thermal analysis, the results show that for a pressure of 10 MPa, the stress magnitudes are widely important in relation to the effect of temperature below 100 ° C, whatever the type of distribution (uniform or parabolic). On the other hand, the effect of moisture is sizable for a low rate of 0.025%. This parameter may be causing a break up to the composite structure vessels without reaching high pressures.
In reality, some typical examples are subjected to cyclic internal pressure and to the cycling loading temperature and there are found in internal combustion engines. In forth coming paper, we focus our research, for the coupled structural/Thermal analysis under cyclic loading.
